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Have you ever stopped to look at the hands of a baby? They tell a story: a story of a 

wonderful Creator who molds each tiny perfectly-shaped finger; who implants strength in those 

little muscles. Essentially all that those hands will ever be is present when we get our first 

glimpse of them after birth. 

Now look at those same hands after a lapse of threescore years. They tell a story: a story 

of what the person is. Take the gnarled hands of a man who works with pick and shovel, the 

steady skillful fingers of a surgeon, the “dish- pan hands” of a scrubwoman, the neat accurate 

fingers of a business man or woman, the grease-stained hands of a mechanic, the pianist’s long 

agile fingers, or even hands whose fingers have been lost while working with machinery. Each 

pair of hands tells its own story — a story which took many years to write — a story which 

usually indicates years and years of hard work. All of these may be beautiful hands. Beautiful 

hands are not limp and smooth and useless; they are those which have seen honest toil, those 

which have willingly performed their God given tasks. 

Do you have beautiful hands? 

Are they generous, or grasping? Do they give generously to poor collections and other 

kingdom causes? Or must they save out so much for bowling, skating, school parties, snacks, 

etc., that the church collections receive a nickel or a dime  

Speaking of giving — to whom are your gifts on Christmas, birthdays, anniversaries, etc. 

given? Certainly to those you love, to your own families and special friends. But don’t you have 

some neighbor or friend who may be needy, someone to whom you may GIVE a present, rather 

than our common custom of exchanging gifts? 

Are your hands more apt to administer a pat on the back than a slap in the face? When 

someone prepares an essay for your society (which possibly you had refused to do because you 

“lacked time”) do you take time out to pat him on the back for a job well done? Or do you say 

(probably only in your mind without speaking a word) that you could have done much better. 

“He should have been more diplomatic about it.” “He should have covered the other side more 

thoroughly.” “He isn’t much of a public speaker.” “He certainly murders the king’s English!” 

And other remarks which you know as well as I. 

How willing are your hands? Are they happy to work in the causes for which you will 

receive the glory, but too busy to participate in the lowly manual labor requested by school or 

church? Don’t say, “Let those with lesser talents take part in those work bees!” Get in there and 

help — you’ll be surprised at the enjoyment you acquire from humble tasks such as pulling 

weeds, refinishing school desks, cooking or serving for classis, synod, or banquets. These things 

accomplish more than work — they also provide vital Christian fellowship. Also along this line 

is committee work. When your society leader asks for volunteers for a committee, don’t give him 

the usual ripple of laughter — raise your hands. The work is rewarding! 

 

Finally, shall we consider the hands which were pierced for us? Those hands tell a story! The 

most wonderful story imaginable! They tell the story of perfect obedience and love! The story of 

One who so loved His own that He gave His life blood that we might live! 
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